Keep your power on even when the power’s out.

Why KOHLER® generators?

WE HAVE A PH.D. IN POWER
In just ten seconds, KOHLER standby generators can automatically power your AC, heat, sump pump, and major appliances like your refrigerator and oven—all at the same time.

WE BUILD THEM TO OUTLAST THE OUTAGE
Every KOHLER generator features a heavy-duty engine built to exceed the demand of standby power.

WE EAT, SLEEP, AND BREATHE QUALITY
Every KOHLER generator is meticulously quality-tested, start to finish. Once the design passes our inspection, it’s ready for production. Before it leaves our factory, we put it through its paces one more time. The result is total reliability.

WE’RE OVER 100 YEARS OLD, AND ONLY GETTING BETTER WITH AGE
We built our first generator in 1920. Since then we’ve had one simple goal: build the best generators in the world.

PREMIUM WARRANTY
You get our 2000-hour/Five-Year Premium Limited Warranty, covering parts, labor, and dealer travel for the full warranty period. Plus a corrosion-resistant enclosure that’s built to last.*

STANDBY VS. PORTABLE GENERATORS
Keep your power on when you need it most.

STANDBY GENERATOR
• Ideal for backing up your home
• Automatically starts and restores power in seconds, whether you’re home or away
• Permanently and professionally installed
• No refueling—runs on your home’s natural or LP gas

PORTABLE GENERATOR
• Designed for job sites, camping, tailgating, and other mobile activities
• Powers individual items, such as plug-in appliances and lamps, with extension cords
• Runs on gasoline, propane, or natural gas

*Five-Year Premium Warranty includes 6-60 kW models.

Mossy Oak™ patterns

KOHLER X MOSSY OAK PATTERNS

Mossy Oak™ Palette

Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Country
Mossy Oak® Shadow Grass Habitat
Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland

Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Haas Outdoors, Inc. by Kohler.

KOHLER exclusive colors

Cashmere™ (Standard Color)
Dover Gray
Pigeon Feather
Newgreens

French Gray Linen
Brick Dust
Canyon Blue
Pegasus

Admiralty
Royal Hunter Green
Royal Plum

Mossy Oak® Patterns

Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Country
Mossy Oak® Shadow Grass Habitat
Mossy Oak® Original Bottomland

Mossy Oak® is a trademark used under license from Haas Outdoors, Inc. by Kohler.

French Gray Linen
Brick Dust
Canyon Blue
Pegasus
Find your perfect generator.

Here’s a quick tool to estimate the right size KOHLER generator for your home or business. The best way to determine your specific power needs is to ask your generator professional to perform a site survey to analyze your electrical load and specify and install the proper generator system.

**Estimate your power needs.**

**For more information, contact your Kohler source of supply, or visit KOHLERGenerators.com for generation for your home or business.**

**POWER EVERYTHING— IN SECONDS**

Only Kohler PowerPro™ technology enables our 5-38 kW generators to accept heavy loads like air conditioning or pump without shedding power to other loads in your home. In addition, KOHLER generators will have your home powered within ten seconds of an outage.

**POWER RELAY MODULE**

List your managed voltage levels needed to power critical loads like air conditioning or pumps. With KOHLER generators, your power relay module will ensure your generator delivers power only to those loads, which will reduce the likelihood of power surges and spikes. And with KOHLER’s exclusive KOHLER Command PRO mobile app, you can remotely monitor your generator’s status.

**GET CONNECTED**

Get your generator powered connected for peace of mind in the palm of your hand. Whether you’re home or on the go, the KOHLER Command PRO mobile app will let you monitor your generator system anytime from anywhere, giving you peace of mind in the palm of your hand. And when power is restored, an optional extension cable allows you to return your generator to the utility network.

**RATINGS: Standby ratings apply to installations served by a reliable utility source. All single-phase units are rated at 1.0 power factor. The standby rating is applicable to variable loads:**

- **Valve Lifters:** hydraulic
- **Engine Cooling:** hydraulic
- **Excitation:** Digital Voltage Regulation
- **Dimensions (Inches):** KOHLER-Exclusive Color Options
- **KOHLER Command PRO:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER KG2204T Turbo:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER KG80R:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER 12RES:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER 10RESV:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER 12RES:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **KOHLER 14RCA, 20RCA, 24RCLA, 30RCLA, 38RCLC, 48RCLC, and 60RCLB:** Turbocharged and Aftercooled
- **18-month or 1,000-hour warranty offered on nonstandby (off-grid) applications of 6VSG, 12RES, and 14RCA. Five-Year Premium Limited Warranty includes 10RESV, 12RESV, 12RES, and 16RESV. Warranty may vary based on installation parameters. Single-point sound levels are the lowest of eight points measured around the generator. 14RCA and 20RCA sound levels are measured at the front of the generator. Actual sound levels may vary based on installation parameters.**

Visit KohlerEnergy.com for a sizing calculator to determine your needs. This chart provides a rough sizing estimate. As always, the best way to determine your specific power needs is to consult a licensed electrical contractor.

---

**For greater than 1200 amp service in large homes, commercial, or small businesses, see the Kohler Generators SPEC SHEET.**

---
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